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“If [the car] gets sand 
on it or saltwater 

spots, just hose it off 
at the end of the day.”    

—Todd Rome

TRENDSCAPE

PATTERNED PARADISE
CHANNEL SUMMER VIBES WITH FUN, WHIMSICAL MOTIFS

by Kelly Laffey

NOW STARRING... 
Lilly Pulitzer! In February, the brand took a dive into a place 
where it had, surprisingly, never been before: swimwear. Lilly 
Pulitzer bathing suits combine the same whimsical prints that 
made Lilly clothes the go-to style of the Hamptons, with the 
sensibilities of swim. Released earlier this month, the summer 
line features both one-pieces and bikinis, including styles with 
more edgy ties and knots, making the patterned pieces the 
perfect addition to a Hamptons summer.  
lillypulitzer.com

AT THE 
BARRE
Working out doesn’t just mean 
sweating it out. It also means 
looking good while doing it. Wear 
It To Heart is a new line that 
combines unique patterns with 
athletic technology and sustain-
ability. The aesthetic cues come from 
“everything—pop culture, couture, 
contemporary fashion, textiles, 
architecture, nature, emotions,” says 
Young Chung-Stuart, national sales 
manager. The gear is sweat-wicking, 
antimicrobial, and has anti-odor 
properties. wearittoheart.com

Lilly at the Beach

Looking good!

Erdem for NARS Strange 
Flowers collection

IN A CAR
Modeled after the lightweight Moke British military vehicle, Moke America has come to the Hamptons. 
“I always loved the spirit of [Moke] cars,” says Todd Rome, who brought them to the U.S. this year. 
“They epitomize that great island-vacation-chill surfer vibe.” He adapted the car to American  
practicalities, and made it electric. Fully customizable, the car comes in eight colors, as well as camo, 
and it has already done collaborations with Vilebrequin and Louis Vuitton. mokeamerica.com

A COLLAB WITH NARS
In the Hamptons, less is more. Or at least, being understated is, particularly 
when it comes to makeup. Enter Erdem. The brand famous for floral  
designs has collaborated with Nars to launch a new cosmetics line, with  
soft neutrals perfect for emphasizing your summer tan. The packaging 
incorporates flowery designs, and the line includes eye palettes, lipsticks, 
highlighters and blush. narscosmetics.com

H O T 
N OW !

The cars can be charged 
with a household outlet.


